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Foreword

People interested in the development of So-
viet industry ;tad agriculture usually want to
know something about public education in the
USSR.

Interest in the Siivict educational system was
heightened \Own a Soviet citizen became the
first man in history to Hy in outer space, when
the Soviet linion, a and where literacy and cul-
ture before the October Revolution were a pri-
vilege of the few, became the pioneer in spac,!'
exploration.

This booklet describes him- we began and what
we have achieved in the educational Geld. Here
it is necessary to remind the reader that the So-
viet tinion is a large country covering territory
of 22.-I million square kilometres; this complica-
tes organization of any large-scale undertaking,
especially public :ducat inn. Then one should also
keep in mind that the Soviet Union is a multi-
national state comprising over a hundred peo-
ples and nationalities speaking IOS tongues, of
which -IS nationalities had no written language
of their own before the Revolution.

The Soviet educational system is based both on
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the country's traditions of progressive democra-
tic education and new socialist changes introduc-
ed after the Revolution.

Like any other field of activity in the Soviet
Union, public education develops in accordance
with what is demanded of it by societyby pro-
gress in science and technology, by the cultural
advancement of the people, by the communist
;minute to work,

The Soviet Union readily shares its experience
in the educational field, with other countries. On
their part, Soviet secondary and higher school
teachers try to apply in their work all that is
useful in the field of pedagogy.

Fifty-three years, or less than a lifetime of one
generation. is a very brief period from the point
of .view of history, This makes all the more sig-
nificant the achievements of the Soviet people
within such a short period of time in the field of
education.



EDUCATION FOR ALL

The level of literacy, the number of schools
and pupils are basic indicators of the state of
public education in a country and of its general
cultural level. in the educational field pre-re-
volutionary Russia was a backward country. The
1 897 census showed that among people of over
nine years of age only 28.1 per cent could read
and write.

On the outskirts of the Russian Empire inha-
bited by non-Russian peoples the situation was
even worse. Among the Central Asian peoples
Uzbeks, Tajiks. Kirghiz and Turkmensno more
than two or three per cent of the people were
literate.

This immense Empire with a population of
nearly I 50 million had. according to the 1911
census, only l.50 thousand teachers, GO thousand
of whom were instructors in theology, i.e. priests.
The total school enrolment was about eight mil-
lion.

Long before the October Revolution the work-
ing masses demanded radical educational re-
forms and free compulsory schooling. But these
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just demands were ignored by the tsarist govern-
mein.

The children of workers, peasants, artisans,
small shopkeepers, etc. were not admitted to the
Gymnasiums, "God be praised!" the tsar exclaim-
ed when he learned that nearly all peasants re-
cruited into the army could not read.

According to estimates by tsarist officials, the
magazine Vesinik Vospilaniya (Education Ga-
zette) reported in 1866. it would take at least
1S0 years to wipe out illiteracy among Russia's
male population and :100 years. among the wo-
men, and thousands of years in the country's
outlying areas.

The 1917 October Revolution opened tip an
era of popular education. In November 1917, a
few days after the victory of the Revolution, the
Soviet Government defined the principles con-
cerning public education in the country: educa-
tion should be universal, free and compulsory for
children of both sexes; teachers should be provid-
ed with the necessary material conditions for
carrying out their work, etc.

Despite economic hardships caused by the Ci-
vil War and foreign intervention, the young So-
viet republic tackled with great energy the ques-
tion of public education. Many new schools were
built, and teachers' courses were organized. Li-
teracy classes for adults were conducted in all
parts of the country. Numerous libraries, wor-
kers' clubs and reading rooms were opened; those
in the countryside became the centres of cultu-
ral activities.

On December 26, 1919; on Lenin's initiative,
the Council of People's Commissars issued a dec-
ree on the eradication of illiteracy, making it



higher than in Britain. Germ my. France and
Italy taken together.

The war and the nazi occupation inflicted im-
mense damage on Soviet public education. In oc-
cupied areas the nazis lamed down. wrecked
and plundered 82 thousand schools with a total
enrolment of 13 million, and destroyed 334 ins-
titutions of higher learning, hundreds of muse-
ums, thousands of libraries and cultural clubs.

But throughout the war on the territory not
occupied by fascists schools remained open. The
Government continued to devote serious atten-
tion to public education and took important mea-
sures to carry out universal and compulsory edu-
cation.

In the 1944-45 academic year, the school age
was lowered from eight to seven years, bringing
more pupils into the first form. War-ravaged
schools were quickly rebuilt and supplied with
equipment and teaching aids, and construction of
new schools was begun on a large scale.

At the beginning of the 1960-61 academic
year nearly 37 million pupils attended general
schools. Today the country's 202,000 schools
have an enrolment of 49 million pupils (figures
for each union republic are given in Appen-
dix 1).

The question of universal secondary educa-
tion was considered in the Soviet Union before
the Second World War. It was planned to intro-
duce it first in cities and major industrial centr-
es, then throughout the country. But, the war
prevented the plans from being carried out.

Flow is universal secondary education being
implemented in the Soviet Union? Today the
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number of young people who have finished the
complete secondary school is steadily increasing.
Over sixty per cent of the young people who
have completed the eight-year day -time school
go on to senior Forms. Their numbers will rise
in the years to come. and many more schools will
have to he built.

1Slore young men and women will enter
schools which provide general secondary educa-
tion as welt as vocational training. Among these
arc specialized secondary schools known as te-
chnicums 'and certain vocational training schools.
The former trAn average-level .specialists, and
the latterskilled workers.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

The Soviet educational system is based on the
following democratic principles:

State support for education. Since all schools
and other educational institutions are set up,
maintained and guided by the state, a uniform
level of training, efficient planning, material se-
curity, a single curriculum and continuity are en-
sured. A state-supported system of education
precludes disorganization, dependence on private
or public charity and the use of the school for
commercial or other purposes which interfere
with its proper functioning.

Equal opportunities for all peoples. People of
all nationalities of the USSR have equal rights
in enrolling in the country's educational esta-



blishments, they may, if they wish, study in their
native languageindrcceive an education on any
level, including higher education, in their own
republic.

Equality of sc.ves. Buy:: and girls, young men
and women study tugcthci in all Soviet schools
and colleges. School-leavers of both sexes have
the same opportunities, and girls are admitted to
schools of higher learning on the same basis as
boys. Male and female teachers draw the same
salaries for the same work, and no difference is
made in granting them pensions, seniority
allowances, etc.

A unified school system.- In place of different
types of schools which served different social
groups in old Russia, there is a single, unified
school system for all citizens of ,the USSR. \-Ve
have no "dead-end" schools which rule oat fur-
ther education. There is complete continuity bet,
ween all links and stages of the public education
system.

Complete separation of school and other edu-
cational and training institutions from the
church. In the USSR the church is separated
from the state and the schooi from the church.
Education is based on freedom of conscience and
a scientific, materialist outlook.

Broad contacts between school . and society.
Every school has a parents' committee elected
by the parents themselves at the beginning of
each acidemie year. EduCational questions arc
widely discussed by the Soviet public. The trade
unions, the Young Communist league and other
public organizations actively participate in the
work of. schools and other educational institu-
tions.
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TRADITIONS AND NEW EXPERIENCE

Education in pre-revolutionary Russia deve-
loped at a time of political ferment. In defiance
of the policy of the tsarist government. teachers
influenced by flo., revolutionary-democratic ideo-
logy of V. 6. Belinski, A. I. lIerzen and
N. e.. Chernyshevski joined forces with other
progressive people in an effort to improve the
country's educational system. They organized
Sunday classes and advanced courses for women;
these played an important role in promoting
women's education, training intellectuals from
among workers. and furthering the revolutionary
liberation movement.

Within Russian bourgeois society a new pro-
gressive culture emerged. Among the outstanding
writers, scientists and scholars of the time were
Leo Tolstoi, N. I. Pirogov, D. I. Mendeleyev,
and K. D. Ushinski. whose works and ideas re-
main in many respects significant today. But
these were isolated achievements against a back-
ground of general backwardness; they were only
the beginnings of a new cultural process that
I ay ahead.

Lenin's works and speeches on the npbringing
of the young laid the foundation of Soviet edu-
cation. in his speech at the First All-Russia Edu-
cation Congress held in Moscow in August 1918,
Lenin defined the class character of the school
and the ideological essence of education, and the
Joie of the school in Soviet society. tie said that
Communists, and all Soviet people were of the
belief that "school outside of life, outside of po-
litics, is a lie and hypocrisy."
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Forum latinp, the tasks awaiting the Soviet
school. Lenin said that the psychology and at-
titudes of people in the new society would be
determined by the kind of education and up-
bringing they had, and that it was necessary to
instil in the young the communist attitude to
work,

In his speech, -The Tasks of the Youth
Leagues," at the Third Congress of the Young
Communist League, Lenin discussed the question
of what and how Soviet youth should study, how
they should train themselves to be active and
politically conscious builders cif the new society.

Most important of all, he said. young people
shOuld apply themselves to acquiring a knowled-
ge of the best in the cultural sphere that man had
produced. This process of learning, moreover,
must not be a mechanical act, but a process of
absorbing, with critical awareness, man's cul
tueal heritage.

Learning in the new school, said Lenin, should
be different from the old way of acquiring know-

There should be no -sloganeering," no
memorizing of ready-made conclusions. Young
people must learn how to analyze facts and ap
proach all subjects critically.

The socialist state needs not only people who
are educated but people with convictions. It is
the task of the school to mould the views of the
students and help them form convictions on the
basis of knowledge scientifically derived. Such
knowledge is necessary for building a new life.

The old schools OVC MRIO 1lS 1000k knowledge
divoreed from practice. Lenin said at the Third
YCL Congress that it was necessary "...that eve-
ry day, in every village and city, the yoting peo.



plc shall engage in the practical solution of some
problem of labour in common, even though the
smallest or the simplest,"

Lenin emphasized, that no school or even uni-
versity, which did not provide practical training,
would be of much worth. "We could not believe
in teaching, training and education if they were
restricted only to the schoolroom and divorced
from the ferment of life," said Lenin, That is
why Soviet educational establishments not only
prepare students for coping with complex situa-
tions in life but also teach them practical skills
and develop in them an ability to work for the
good of society as a whole.

Lenin discussed many questions concerning
education at a Party Conference on public edu-
cation held in December 1920-January 1921.
Some delegates at the conference proposed cut-
ting the last two years of secondary schooling
and thus reducing the age of completing general-
and polytechnical schools from 17, as was set in
the Party Programme, to 15 years. In his article
"On the Work of the Commissariat of Public
Education," however, Lenin warned against pre-
matuke specialization and suggested that in all
vocational schools more time be given to gene-
ral subjects besides technical and political sub-
jects.

Lenin showed deep concern about the educa-
tion- of young people and personally participated
in the organization of the Soviet public educa-
tion system. ThiS can be seen from his speeches
at various teachers' conferences and from his let-
ters to the Commissariat of Public EduCation.

Lenin's ideas on methods of teaching and
bringing up young people are of basic ,rm.por-



tance for the development of Soviet (duration
and vedagogy. Instead of cramming and dril-
ling, instead of giving students knowledge with-
out at the same time cultivating in them the
ability to use it, Soviet scho is employ teaching
methods that foster in the young people a corn .

futurist outlook, and this is only possible witAr
knowledge is considered as a guide to action.

The old school taught young people that pri-
vate property is sacred, and instilled in them
bourgeois individualism based on the principle:
"Man is to man a wolf"; "Your own welfare is
everything, nothing else matters."

Communist morality is based on the freedom
of workers from any form of exploitation. It
consists of collectivism and a socialist, creative
attitude towards labour. To foster communist mo-
rality in young people does not mean making
exhortatory speeches to them. What is important
is to overcome all survivals of the past in the
minds of people and in their behaviour, and to
help them consciously to reject individualist,
petty- bourgeois psychology, for the sake of the
successful building of communism.

What Lenin said about the art of propaganda
and agitation equally applies to the art of teach-
ing. Every Soviet teacher strives to present his
material in such a way that it will be clear and
convincing, to enable the growing generation to
have a firm lirasp of what they arc taught.

Lenin considered it highly important that a
student should be able to think and work on his
own. Ilk lecture "The State" contains practical
advice on how to study a subject. When read-
ing a book, listening to a lecture or having dis-
cussions with a lecturer one may come across.
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points which are not clear to one Such points
should he noted down so that one can think Over
them when reading the book- for the second time
or during 'further discussions with the teacher,
until everything is clear in one's mind.

In pre-revolutionary Russia the schools did
not teach students how to acquire new knowled-
ge. On leaving school a student had a certain
amount of knowledge but did not know how to
apply it in life or how to expand it,

A subject constantly discussed in pre-tevolti-
tionary pedagogical literature was what was the
more important function of the schoolto give
the students a certain amount of knowledge or
to teach them 'tow to acquire knowledge on
their own irrespective of its amount? The ques-
tion reflected the main contradictions between
education and life, between the hidden anti ap-
parent aims of bourgeois upbringing.

From the point of view of Marxism-Leninism
such contraposition is untenable since one can-
not exist without the other:knowledge without
methods or methods without knowledge.

Lenin often noted that it was impossible to
acquire knowledge without thoroughly master-
ing the material in question and drawing con-
clusions from it. To avoid superficiality students
must know historical facts.

Lenin emphasized the role of the reacher in
bringing up the rising generation.

In his speech to the All-Russia Congress of
'Teachers- Internationalists in June 1918 Lenin
said: -The task of the new pedagogics was to

. link up teaching activities with the socialist or-
ganization of society."

In some of his speeches in 1920 Lenin called
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On the Chief Political Education Department to
draw more teachers into its work and, above all,
to draw them closer to the Party, to interest them
in the work of Communists building a new so-
ciety.

in his article "On the Work of the Commis-
sariat for Public Education" Lenin said that
teachers should be given leading posts in the
public education system. The most responsible
post, he thought, should he given to an expe-
rienced teacher who had achieved good results
in his work.

Lenin considered that the main task of a teach-
er consisted in preparing the younger genera-
tion for the work of building a new life. lie
wrote in his "Pages from a Diary": "Our school
teacher should be raised to a standard he has
never achieved, and cannot achieve, in bour-
geois society... We must strive for this state of
affairs by working steadily, methodically and
persistently to raise the teacher to a higher cul-
tural level, to train him thoroughly for his really
high calling andmainly, mainly and mainly
to improve his position materially."

The Communist Party has successfully .car-
tied out Lenin's behests by improving the mate-
rial position of teachers and raising their cultu-
ral and educational level.

Lenin's wife, Nadezlida Krupskaya, with her
vast experience as a teacher, madc.a major con-
tribution to the development of education in the
USSR. One of her books, "Public Education and
'Democracy," became,. according to Anatoli Lu-
nacha,rski, the first People's Commissar of Edu-
cation, the basic -textbook of Soviet teachers. In
another work Krupskaya noted, that the people,
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having thrown off the yoke of bourgeoisie and
liberated themselves Iron slavery, needed schools
that would bring up free, strong and able people,
and not lords and slaves.

An active member of the People's Commissa-
riat'of Education of the Russian Federative Re-
public and chairman of the pedagogical section
of the State Scientific Council, krupskaya took
part in directing educational, training and scien-

-. tifie institutions in the republic. In 1931, she was
elected an I lonorary Member of the USSR Aca-
demy of Sciences and in 1936 awarded the title
of Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences.

Krupskaya considered it highly important that
there- should be a unified vocational school sys-
tem and that the masses .should participate in
the work of schools. She continued to work tow-
ards these goals until the end of her life. In
25 years, from 1910 to 1936, she published over
a hundred works on vocational education.

At a meeting in early 1918 of the Big State
Commission formed to work out the principles
for a new, socialist school system, Krupskaya said
that pupils should participate in productive work
and have a -first-hand knowledge of modern en-
gineering facilities and methods. This -could be
done with the help of every power station, every
sewing machine, every farm implement, every
shop or factory. The pupils should know how
machines worked. What the country needed,

. Krupskaya pointed out, were not narrow specia-
lists, but- people capable of tackling any job.
Technical knowledge was not a separate subject
in itself; it should be reflected in all school sub-
jectsphysies, chemistry, the natural and social
sciences. At the sante time she warned against
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interpreting polytechnical education wrongly as
a process of acquiring skills but no deep know.'
ledge of any one subje.t.

Krupskaya used to say that it was necessary to
light old conceptions of physical labour as some-
thing to \VII ch millions of people forsaken by
Uod were (loomed,.lt was necessary to light the
notion that one must try to enter a higher insti-
tution at all costs, to become an engineer. Such
notion, said Krupskaya, was in some ways a re-
flection of the old patronizing attitude towards
people who did physical work,

Krupskaya believed that the masses should
take part in the work of the school, in the up-
bringing of children. Workers and peasants
should meet with schoolchildren and tell them-
about revolutionary struggle, about the difficul-
ties they had to overcome. The younger genera-
tion should know what their elders fought for, so
that it coult.lontinuc their cause.

Krupskaya often pointed out that the role of
the teacher was the most important in solving
the gi at tasks confronting the schools. The ad-

. vanced section of teachers immediately supported
the Soviet power after the October Revolution
and joined in the struggle for the creation of a
new type of school. But there were others who at
first (ailed to understand their role and place
in the new conditions. And only later, after tak-
ing part in social work and coining into Closer.
contacts with workers and peasants. did_ they
realize that Soviet power meant the power of
the working twople, i.e. their power.

Krupskaya was a great friend of Soviet teach-
ers and their adviser. She felt constant concern
for their needs. Many teachers,. her
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with various requests and always found under-
standing and help.

Krupskaya attached great importance to the
Young Communist League which was the main-
stay of teachers at school. Krimskaya instilled in
the young people Soviet patriotism, loyalty to
their socialist motherland and readiness to de-
fend it to The last,

Krupskaya dial much in drawing YCL mem-
hers into the work with schoolchildren. She was
one of the organizers of the young pioneer move-
ment and kept up a correspondence with many
young pioneers. These letters were friendly talks
between an elder person and children. lier "Let-
ters to Young Pioneers" arc among the best in
Soviet pedagogical literature.

Kalinin, Chairman of the Presidium
of the USSR Supreme Soviet, was an enthusias-
tic propagandist of Soviet pedagogical methods.
In numerous speeches before teachers and young
people he stressed that socialist society needed
well-educated people capable of operating mo-
dern equipment and furthering scientific pro-
gress, and called on teachers to inculcate in the
.young communist convictions, patriotism, hones-
ty, courage,- a collective spirit and industrious -
ness.

Many valuable ideas- about Soviet SchoOlialid
Soviet education are contained in the works of
Anatol' lainacharski. "The pedagogical process,"
he wrote,,"is also a work process, and therefore
one must know in which direction he is going
and what he wants to make out of his material.
If a goldsmith makes a mess of his work, the
gold can be molten down. if precious stones are
spoiled they are rejected; but in our eyes even
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the largest diamond is no more valuable than a
newly born man. Spoiling a human -being is
either a monstrous crime or an immense, though
unwitting, goilt..." What kind of person do we
want to bring up? Iamacharski's answer was: we
must bring up a harmoniously developed person,
we must make a fighter out of a child.

Anton Makarenko, an outstanding writer and
teacher, and author of "Pedagogical Poem," did
much for Soviet education; particularly impor-
tant was his work on methods of communist up-
bringing.

The training of the new man was Makaren-
ko's chief concern. He used to say that he came
to literature from the pedagogical front. He be-
lieved that children should be educated in the
collective, and this belief he carried out in his
work as a teacher.

In the eight years that he was in charge of a
colony for juvenile delinquents, Makarenko built
a disciplined and energetic collective bound to
gether by ties of friendship. His motto was
"Show a man as much respect as possible, and
demand the utmost of him.' Ile demanded from
his pupils resourcefulness, purposefulness, social
activity and respect for the collective and its in-
terests.

Makarenko worked together with many young
teachers who shared his views. Makarenko was
convinced that however talented a person might
be, however brilliant lie might have been as a
student in a teachers college, he could not beco-
Me a good teacher until he had had a good deal
of experience in teaching.

Makarenko's "Pedagogical Poem" is about the
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dedication of Soviet teachers and the upbringing
of a new man.

In his article written on the occasion of the
fifth anniversary of the founding of the commune
named after Felix Dzerzhinsky, Makarcnko des-
cribed a member of the comMtillt% an educated
person and one skilled in his trade, a conscious
master of his country, a YU. member and a
Bolshevik, an organizer and a commander, ca-
pable of giving orders and carrying out orders,
of fighting and creating a person who loves life
and knows how to livesuch is the prototype of
the future man.

STAGES OF EDUCATION

Today the Soviet system of pre-school and
school education is as follows.

Kindergartens, From the very first the So.-
viet state made pre-school education part of a
unified system of education.

In 1914, -Russia had only 275 pre-school esta-
blishments, out of which ISO were kindergartens
attended by four thousand children. After the
October Revolution pre-school education became
a malor.concern of the state. In the period from
1918 to 1940 some 24 thousand kindergartens
were built attended by over 1,170 thousand child-'
ren. During the Second World 'War the fascists
destroyed and plundered many pre-school insti-
tutions.

In the post-war period the number of pre-
school institutions rapidly increased. Damaged
buildings were repaired, and new kindergartens,
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creches and medical institutions were built. In
I96S, the country had some 100 thousand year-
round state and collective farm pre-school insti-
tutions attended by nine million children and
staffed by over 506,000 teachers and doctors; in
the same year over 2.5 million-children went to
seasonal nurseries and specially organized kin-
dergartens located in parks.

Kindergartens arc a great help to Soviet wo-.
men who account for three-quarters of the coun-
try's doctors and teachers, nearly half the stu-
dents and one-third of the engineers and scien-
tists. Kindergarten accommodations place no
strain on the family budget, since the state co-
vers all maintenance expenses, the parents pay,
ing only part of the cost of the child's food.

State -run pre-school educational 'institutions.
are beneficial to the children themselves, Today
few young children are left unattended or have
to be minded by their brothers or sisters. Train-
ed teachers and doctors watch over the children's
health and see to their all-round physical and
intellectual development.

Soviet experience shows that children in kin-
dergartens are healthy and acquire many good
habits including those of living in a collective.
Socialist upbringing does not lessen, but' rather
deepens the children's love and attachment for
their parents.

All work with children in kindergartens is-

conducted in their native language. Most kin -
dergartens operate from 8 a.m. to- 7 p.m. There
are also round-the-clock kindergartens:

The headmistress of a kindergarten must be
a trained teacher, with at least five-year expe-
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rielICs and Spedill medical training, Teachers
must be graduates of a teachers college.

The programmes and met'aods of teaching in
kindergartens are determined by a special ma-
nnal.

Children of kindergartens are usually divided
into three groups: juniithree-live years of
age, middleiive-six years and senior-- six -se-
ven years.

Their physical training includes health-build-
ing and development of physical agility. They
are taught hygienic habits. The requirements of
hygiene are considered when buildings are
equipped and furnished. The children's diet and
regimen arc worked out scie»tilically, as are
measures to prevent and treat disease.

The kindergarten child is taught to feed him-
self unassisted, to wash- and dress himself: to
keep his things dean and orderly, make his bed
and take care of his toys. All this is designed
to develop in the child good behaviour habits.

I'm three-four hours every day the children
take part in outdoor games, during which the
teachers help them develop their abilities and
initiative and learn the value of friendship and
group activity. During study sessions they learn
correct speech, counting, drawing, building With
blocks, singing and rhythmic movements and in
genera) get to know the world around them,

In the kindergarten a child begins to develop
a wish to go to school and learn to do not only
what is interesting but also what is necessary.
The adoption of a new curricula by the second-
ary schools and, the reduction of the primary
course from four to three years have increased



the role of kindergartens in preparing children
for school.

Kindergartens operate in close contact with
parents. Parents-teachers meetings are held re-
gularly to discuss problems of bringing up child-
ren in kindergartens and in the family.

Light -}car school. Incomplete secondary gene-
ral school gives the pupils the fundamentals of
general and polytechnical knowledge, instils in
them industriousness and readiness to undertake
socially useful activity. Here pupils aged seven
to 15-16 years arc also taught a sense of moral
responsibility and given esthetic and physical
training. Eight-year schooling was first introduc-
ed in 195S, and made compulsory in 1063 in
place of the seven-year schooling.

Eight-year schooling consists of two stages:
primaryforms one-three, and secondary
forms four-eight.

Schooling in forms one-three is elementary;
one teacher giving instruction in all subjects for
21 lessons a week.The teachers' councils of some
schools allot two teachers to two primary forms,
each taking a certain number of .the subjects.
For example, all Russian language lessons are
taught by one teacher while arithmetic and other
.,,objects are taught by another. The one-teacher
system, however, is generally favoured. For mu-
sic, singing, drawing and sport there are special
instructors.

The basic subject in the primary school is the.
native language; in areas with a pon,Russian.po
potation, the primary school pupil may, if he
wishes, learn Russian- besides his native langu-
age. Language takes up nearly half of the total
teaching time.
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Other subjects include mathematics (one les-,
son a da.Y), drawing and musk (one lesson a
week of each), physical culture and manual work
(two lessons a week of each). rourth-formers also
take natural science and history (two lessons a
week of each).

Pihnary schooling develops the pupils' cog-
nitive abilities and teach the pupils how to learn,
It also helps the pupils develop morally and spi-
ritually. Aqton iNfakarenko believed.. that the
fundamental traits of a child's behaviour are
formed by the age of live, If a child is not pro-
perly brought up during this period, it would
take notch effort to re-educate him in later years.

This is particularly true with respect to de-
veloping in the Child good work habits. Every
child entering school should know that he must
study in order to be able later to work for the
good of society, Mat all socially useful work is
honourable, that it is through work that people
obtain what they need, and that shirking work
is shameful. This applies to all work, including
study.

The primary school curricula include various
kinds of duties the: children must performtid-
ying the -classroom, hygiene duty, watering the
pot plants in the classroom, and. beginning with
the .third form, working in the school canteen
and school garden, helping aged pensioners and
their families. etc. In mai areas primary school
children are encouraged to collect medicinal
herbs, pick mushrooms, berries, seeds, etc.

In the primary school pupils learn to appreci-
ate nature and good books, music and the pic-
torial arts,- and acquire elementary behaviour
habits (neatness and tidiness, politeness, correct
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behaviour in the street and in public).
In the fifth eighth forms a programme of stu-

dies is undertaken in the natural and social
sciences, polytechnical education is commenced,
elements of a materialist outlook are taught while
instruction in manual labour, physical culture
and the arts is continued.

The curriculum includes the native language,
Russian and literature, physics, mathematics,
chemistry, biology, history, geography, a foreign
language, drawing and draftsmanship, singing,
manual work and physical culture.

To provide the younger generation with an
all-round educationsuch is one of the basic aims
of the Soviet eight-year school.

Its curriculum includes courses in the natural
and exact sciences .and the humanities. In the
fifth to the eighth bums. 1,563 hours arc allot-
ted to the former two and 1,53;i hours to the lat-
ter. The curriculum for forms live-eight covers
all the important subjects studied in the com-
plete ten-year secondary school. I:or instance, it
comprises a full programme of studies in the
Russian and native language, ancient and medie-
val history, physical geography, geography of
the continents and major states. geography of the
USSR, botany, zoology, anatomy and physiology
of man, drawing, singing and music, and a con-
siderable part of the complete secondary school
curriculum in mathematics, foreign languages, li-
terature and other subjects.

This ensures unity and continuity of eight-year
and complete secondary education.

Courses in the humanities in the eight-year
school (the native, Russian and foreign langua-
ges, literature, history, political geography) arc
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designed to give pupils some knowledge of the
various nations of the world, develop their social
consciousness and preare them for taking an
active part in the country's state and social life.

History. which has rightly been called "man-
kind's memory." is an important subject in So-
viet schools. The emphasis, however, is not on
history as a record of the past. The curriculum in
history is designed to give an outline of the his-
torical process. to show the decisive role played
by the popular masses. reveal the laws regulating
the change of socio-economic formations, incul-
cate respect for e,...erything created by the labour
and struggle of many generations, and to deve.
lop in the pupils noble aspirations.

Courses in literature which begin, like history,
in the fifth form are of great educational value.
In the seventh and eighth forms works of lite-
ratute from the I9th century to the present time
are studied, At literature lessons and in home
assignments the pupils do various kinds of writ-
ten work (writing outlines, summaries and com-
positions, describing the character of literary he-
roes).

Pupils in the fifth to eighth forms learn the
basic concepts and principles of physics (such as
force, work, power, acceleration, and tension of
the electric field), become acquainted with the
physical laws and express them in mathematical
formulas and solve simple problems. They also
learn the function and operation of many instru-
ments.

Chemistry courses for the seventh and eighth
forms provide a basic knowledge of substances
and the atomic-molecular theory.

Courses in mathematics lessons are designed
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to acquaint the pupils with the fundamentals of
knowledge, to develop logical thinking, concise
and clear speech, the ability to apply knowledge
in practice, to make measurements, calculations
and drawings, to model, to work with calculat-
ing instroments and tables, to solve problems in
related fieldsphysics, chemistry and drafts-
manship.

Besides lessons devoted to manual work and
learning about the use of machines after clas-
ses, polytechnical training includes instruction in
the fundamentals of industrial and agricultural
production and in the use of instruments and
tools at lessons.

The curricula in mathematics, physics, chemis-
try, biology, geography and other subjects inclu-
de practice in school workshops where pupils
learn how to apply their knowledge in work with
actual instruments aml tools.

Ou completing the eight-year school, pupils sit
for . examinations and receive certificates entitl-
ing them to take a job or continue studying in a
general secondary school, or in evening second-
ary schools for young workers and farmers, or
in various vocational or specialized secondary
schools.

Complete secondary school peovides students
with the necessary knowledge, habits in learning
and skills for begintting higher education.

The curriculltill includes literature, history, so-
cial science, economic geography, a foreign lan-
guage, mathematics, physics, chemistry, astrono-
my, biology, draftsmanship and physical culture,

In the senior forms classes are conducted on a
higher scientific level. Greater emphasis is placed
on the practical application of knowledge.
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PROGRAMMES, CURRICULA,
TEXTBOOKS

In the early Soviet years, teachers made spe-
cial efforts to bridge the gap between the sub
jests taught at school and the demands of so-
ciety.

Of interest is the curriculum planned by the
Peoples Commissariat of Public Education for
the 100-1.1 academic year. It was, certainly, far
from being perfect, The envisaged course of stu
dies of the processes taking place in nature and
social life had no direct relation to the question
of transforming these processes in socialist con-
ditions, and the students did not feel impelled
to take part in this transformation. Nevertheless,
this attempt to compose a curriculum in -accor-
dance with the modern scientific development,
and the principle underlying the curriculathe
unity of the learning process and the intellectual
development of the studentsshould not be un-
derestimated.

The 1920 curriculum allotted nearly live times
as much teaching time to the natural sciences as
had the pre-revolutionary Gymnasiums and over
twice as much as the Realschulen. The time al-
lotted to the social sciences- was 30 per cent more
than in the Gymnasiums and the Realschulen
and IOU per cent more than in the commercial
schools. Considerable time was devoted to es-
thetic and physical education.

Extensive research is carried out in the USSR
for improving curricula, programmes and text-
books. The best teachers, scientists, methodolog-
ists, doctors and other specialists, research and
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training institutes, the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces and the USSR Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences take part in this v.'ork.

In 1906, recommendations Were drawn kip for
new curricula and programmes aimed at making
education meet more fully the requirements of
scientific, technical and cultural progress, ensur-
ing continuity in the study of the fundamentals
of sciences, achieving a more rational distribu-
tion of study material over the years and pre-
Venting unnecessary' strain on the students.

The new curricula and programmes are to be
introduced in secondary school not later than
1970-71.

At present a standard curriculum has been
adopted and is being introduced at all levels of
school education (see Appendix 2).

Its main feature is reduced compulsory tuition,
the average number of daily lessons being four in
primary schools and five in senior forms, more
time being given to optional studies.

An additional two-three hours a week are al-
lowed in the national schools of the union re-
publics and autonomous republics of the Russian.
Federation where both the native language and
Russian arc taught (the latter, on a voluntary
basis), as well as the literature, history and geo-
graphyy, of the republic.

in the ninth and tenth forms pupils may choose
what form of manual work they want to do.
Optional studies arc a flexible form of schooling
which Makes fuller use of the latest scientific, en-
gineering and cultural achievements taking into
account local conditions, Such amendments as
arc necessary are made without altering the basic
curricula, programmes and textbooks of second-
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ary schools. Optional studies, which the pupils
undertake according to their inclinations and abi-

. (Ries, increase their knowledge and encourage
than to learn and ttcquire knowledge on their
own. This form or tuition is an important means
of stimulating interest in science and practical
activity, and prepares the pupil for self-educa-
tion on leaving school.

The standard curriculum preserves the natu-
ral sciences-humanities ratio traditional in So
viet schools, with the humanities taking up
.10 per cent of the tuition time,

Soviet schools levote special attention to the
general cultural level of pupils. They are con-
cerned to give the pupils a sound knowledge of
the Russian language, and in national schools,
the native and Russian languages. Other courses
in the humanities include history, social science
and economic geography of the USSR and fore-
ign countries.

The share of natural science and the ratite-.
matical subjects has been somewhat increased (to
36.G per cent of total tuition time as against
30 per cent in the 1959 curriculum).

Although less time is given to pictorial art,
music and physical culture, this is compensated
for by more time spent in different school clubs
or circles, as they are called, and at extramural
institutions, such as Young Pioneer Houses,
children's sports schools, tourist bases, music
schools, etc. of which there are more than 12,000

the country.
Manual and technical training arc based both

on the country's current requirements and the
future development of school education.

Manual training is of an elementary nature in
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the first to the eighth forms. The children learn
simple technical, agricultural and household

la the ninth and tenth forms manual training
is of a more complek nature, including scientific
and technical practice sessions conducted in the
school workshoi)s and laboratories of nearby in.
dustrial enterprises.

Syllabuses for various subjects have been
brbitght in line with scientific advances. Concepts --
reflecting new trends in science arc emphasized
and introduced in a way the pupils can com-
prehend. In mathematics, for instance, the gap
between arithmetic and algebra has been reduced
and a functional approach has been adopted in
teaching. More attention is paid to mastering me-
thods which are of major importance in the study
of natural science and technology,

The physics courses include the theory of mo-
lecular and atomic structure of matter, the mole-
cular-kinctic and electron theories.

In chemistry more emphasis is placed on the
study of the periodic table of elements and elle.
mical bonds. In the organic chemistry courses
much attention is given to the concept of mole-
cules' spatial structure and the electron nature of
chemical bonds.

Radical changes have been introduced in the
biology courses. The molecular fundamentals of
genetics and selection are explained; the modern
theory of the structure and function of the cell
is introduced as well as the basic elements of
Darwin's theory of evolution.

These changes have made it necessary to re,.
vise textbooks. Prominent scientists led by Aca
demicians A. Kolmogorov, 1. Kikoin, M. Neck.
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king, V. Klivostoy anal adwis, as well as whole
collectives of teachers, inethodologists and scho-
lars are vorking on new textbooks, The USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences has conducted
a series of Olt:mein:al and experimental studies
and defined the requirements for textbooks in
general and for individual subjects.

The emphasis is On raising- the ideological and
scientific levels of students, strengthening the ties
between theory and practice, and encouraging
the students' initiative.

Each year large number of textbooks arc pu-
blished in the USSR. The total number of copies
printed in the country in 1968 was 1,331-million,
the tfumber of titles-75,699. The share of text-
books in the total number of books published has
increased as compared with 1967 and is now
29.3 per cent (390,599 thousand copies), the num-
her of textbook titles being 9,763 (12.9 per cent)
(see Appendices 3 and 4),

PEDAGOGICAL SCIENCE

Each course conducted in school constitutes an
interpretation of the fundamentals of a branch of
knowledge, be it mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biology, geography, history or literature. To keep
abreast of the latest scientific discoverieS and
ideas teachers must periodically make a selection
of material from the vast store of scientific in-
formation available.

In the USSR the content of school courses is
considered to consist not only of selected scicn-
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Wit; facts, concepts .tral theories, but also in me-
rimik employed bv vzirious scientific disciplines
tor discovering the laws of nature and society.A knowledge of such methods helps students
better to understand what they .are being taught,

treat progress has been achieved in our time
its the natural and social sciences. The volume of
information in these fields has grown immeasur-
ably as a result of the use of highly effective
methods of research. Advances in such fields as
mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology have
been widely employed in many branches of tech-
nology leading to their rapid progress and in-
crease in labour productivity.

The USSR Ministry of Public Education, die
USSR Academy of Sciences and the USSR Aca-
demy of Pedagogical .Sciences ate carrying out
much work towards improving secondary-educa-
tion in these fields. New material is selected for
each course. Another way of raising the level of
teaching is the structural rebuilding of the stages
of schooling.

The first, primary stage, has been reduced from
four to three forms, increasing the pace of school
education. More hours are allotted to the rnathe
matics and Russian language programmes. Na-
ture study is now included its the second and
third fortis syllabuses. This has been done to raise
the general level of primary education.

The second, middle stage, has been expanded
to include the fourth to eighth forms. This per-
mits increasing, the study material without chan-
ging the tempo of schooling, shifting certain
courses

i

from the upper forms programmes to the
lower forms, and introducing new material in a
fonts comprehensible to the middle group of pu-
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Mils. To this end much new material, certain
theories and scientific methods have been includ-
ed in the study programmes for the purpose of

. increasin: the students' knowledge, tkveloping
their intelkstt and outlook. helping them apply
their knowledge in plactice kith at school and
tt voik upon leaving it.

Priority is given to mathematical subjects in
view of theirgreat educational value. In the new
programme for the fourth and fifth forms ma-
thematics k represented by arithmetic with ele-
ments of algebra and geometry. Included in the
section -arithmetic" are the concepts of pima].
itv elements. These are explained with the help
of concrete examples and exercises.

Algebra and reontetry courses begin in the
sixth form. Thus the three stages of secondary
education consist of forms four and live, six, se-
ve and eight and nine and tett. The shifting of
the foundations of algebra and geometry to the
fourth' and fifth forms and their correlation with
arithmetic greatly enhance the level of knowled-
ge acquired. It grows further in the middle forms
and rises sharply irt the ninth and tenth forms
where the pupils begin to study finite processes

. characteristic of higher mathematics. One of the
topics here-----"Algehra and Elements of Analy-
sis"---includes the derivative, the integral and
the fundamentals of the theory of probability as
well as information on electronic computers.

The physics course has also been updated. The
key theory of modern physics is the theory of the
structure of matter. Physics considers matter in
two forms---substance and field to study them
one must be familiar with the modern theory of
atomic structure, elements of statistics, quantum
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Met'll;it's ;Mt] the basic points of tin theory of
relativity.

The main ,injects covered by the physics cour
se are:

sixth formmolecular structure of substances:
movement and forces ; pressure of liquids and
gases; work and power; the concept of energy:

seventh formthermal phenomena; heat trans-
fer and work: changing aggregate states of mat-,
ter: thermal engines; electricity: structure of the
atom; intensity of current. tension, resistance;
work and power of electric current; electromag-
netic phenomena;

eighth forth --- mechanics; foundations of kine-
matics; variable ,motion: Newton's of mo-
tion, their application; forces in nature; addition
of forces; work and energy:

ninth formmolecular physics; fundamentals
of the kinetic theory of gases; internal energy of
ideal gas; properties of vapours: properties of so-
lids and liquids: fundamentals of elcuttodyna-
tides; electric fields: direct current: electromagne-
tic field; electromagnetic induction; production,
transmission and utilization of electricity;

tenth formoscillations and waves; mechani-
cal oscillations and waves; alternating current;
electromagnetic oscillations and waves; optics;
light waves, geometrical optics; radiation and
spectra; action of light; light quanta; fundamen-
tals of the theory of relativity; physics of the
atomic nucleus; atomic nucleus: elementary par-
ticks; nuclear energy.

The chemistry course in the secondary school
unites the fundamentals of inorgarde and orga-
nic chemistry. Great attention is paid to theo-
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ries. which are gone into more deeply than for-
merly at an earlier stage. The molecular-atomic
theory is introduced at the beginning of the cour-
se, this lays the foundation for understanding
chemical phenomena, reactions and calculations.
Study of the periodic law and periodic system
of elements as %cell as the electrolytic dissocia-
tion theory begins one year earlier than former-
ly. Study of the structure of matter is conducted
on a higher. level. All this gives the chemistry
course in the seventh and eighth forms the cha-
racter of general chemistry: in the senior forms
pupils have a chance to study the electron
theory,

Study of heteropolar and homopolar bonds, of
donor-acceptor and hydrogen bonds is carried
out at a deeper level. Study of the energy of che-
mical processes is accompanied by study of the
concept of the energy effect of reactions and its
quantitative expression. This enables the student
to characterize the durability of compounds (with
substances consisting of two elements as exam-
ples) and show that chemical processes arc go-
verned by the law of conservation of energy.

. Seventh formelementary chemical concepts
of oxygen, oxides, combustion, hydrogen, acids,
salts, water, solutions.

Eighth formbasic classes of inorganic com-
pounds; calculation of chemical formulas and
equations: Mendeleyev's periodic law and perio-
dic system of elements; structure of matter; ha-
logens; oxygen sub-group.

Ninth formelectrolytic dissociation theory;
.nitrogen and phosphorus; carbon and silicon.;
metals.

.Tenth form,-introduction to organic chemist-
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ry: theory of mechanical structure of organic
0$1001.111th; basic classes of organic compounds.

The biology course in Soviet secondary schools
is planned on the basis of the latest advan-
ce; in cytology, genetics and selection. In struc-
ture this course differs from the physics and che-
mistry courses in that it consists of four different
subjectsbotany, zoology, human physiology and
general biology. The study of botany, zoology
and human physiology is accmnpained by study
Of licw data on cvtologY, ecology, bloccnology,
genetics and the theory of evolution.

Lessons in botany, zoology and human phy-
siology give pupils knowledge about the cell as
an elementary living system forming the basis of
the structure, life and growth of organisms,
about the cell's structure and its chemical com-
ponents, about its proteins which perform fer-
menting, transporting and motive functions and
which are the basic building material of the
cell's nucleus, cytoplasm and organs. The general
biology course covers the basic facts about the
structure and functions of the desoxvribonucleic
acid which forme the material particles of chro-
mosomesthe genes. the carriers of hereditary
function. The second nucleic acid, ribonucleic, is
also studied, as well as the role of both in the
synthesis of protein.

Since all functions of the cell are accompanied
by expenditure of energy, pupils are taught some-
thing about energy exchange in cells, about
the adenosine-triphosphorie acid, this universal
energy substance, its chemical composition and
structure as well as synthesis and decomposition
in the process of energy exchange.

The biology course is designed to give pupils
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systematited hnowledge of the basic laws Of
liviii m;

he 111)11VAVAk in the world today
demand tliat the youth he given all-round Wyo..
lo.;ical and political training, Such training the
voting' people I Ct.CIVC studying
all suhiects.1,piolly the humanities.

The new curriculum in history reflects the de-
mand that history' he interpreted as a single pro-
ec.ss governed he certain laws, that the teaching
of Hsu)/ y be based on scientific explanations of
facts, of causes ;nut effects, and descriptions of
important events and historical personages.

Among the humanities, literature is the clo-
sest to history. it bases itself on history, supple-
menting and strengthening' its effect not only on
the intellect but also on the feelings of students
forming "a man in a man,"

Incinded in the new literantre programme are
conip and carefully selected works by
14th century Russian writers and Soviet authors
and outstanding- masterpieces of world literature.
These are eompidsory titles' for study in class
and at home. In some cases the teacher and pu-
pils in senior forms arc given the right to choose
one or several Nvorks for study which arc not in-
cluded in the connpulsory list, Pupils arc also re-
quired to read hooks related to the subject of
study and selected by the teachers. These are not
discussed in detail in class; the students work on
than independently following the teacher's ins-
truct.r.ms.

A new Russian language programme has also
been drawn tip. Systematic study of Russian now
begins in the tomtit. not fifth, form based on an-
proximately the same material as before. The
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programme includes material on phonetics, leei-
eulot;y, word 'mutation, grammar, oral and writ-
ten practice, elements of style and some general
information ;ihout the history of the language.

The level 14 foreign languages study has been
raised in two ways. hist. the authors of the new
programmes have furnished not only a list of
grammatical phenomena but also typical phrases
to illustrate them, *Ibis helps form habits of
speech. Secondly, the qualitative and quantitati-
ve indicators of the ability to speak, to unders-
tand spoken speech. and to read and write have
been reconsidered in accordance with the latest
psychologiral and methodological studies. Si-
multaneously the material used for the oral
speech development has also been changed and
mail,. more concrete.

SCHOOL AND LIFE

The Soviet secondary school prepares pupils
both for continuing their education at institutes
and universities and for work. These two prin-
ciples are combined since training for work and
for continuing education 'complement each other
and furnish conditions for the hadnonlotis deve-
lopment of personality.

In the new school curricula in the natural
sciences and the humanities, great emphasis is
laid on the practical application of knowledge.
More time is allotted to independent experimen-
tation, visits to plants and factories and museums
and practical work,
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The physics iiio.o'amine increases the time for
laborator y wok from I.! to 2.0 per cent in the
eight -year school, Uld to LI per cent in the se-
nior toms. It also provides for visits to industrial
enterpikcs,

laboratoiie, and at practical sessions stu-
dents acquire habits of using various instrnments
and tools most frequently employed in electrical
and radio wiring operations.

'Die chemistry programme acquaints pupils
with the most important chemical plants, gene-
ral production principles and the main trends in
the chemical industry. l'he manufacture of sul-
phuric acid, .munonia and mineral fertilizers ser-
ves to illustrate production pUOCesseS.

The importance of chemistry to the national
economy is demoostrated on the basis of the de-
velopment of nietallurgy, production of building
matetials and chemicalization of agriculture. The
organic chemistry course deals with the proces-
sing and production of organic' products (oil, na-
tural gas. etc.).

Nlore time is wing allotted to laboratory and
practical work. dunng which pupils learn to
handle common reagents and conduct simple
analyses which may prove useful in an agroche-
mical or an industrial laboratory.

The pupils also learn to use a microscope,
make simple preparations, work with determin-
ing agents, analyse seeds for germination, dock-
age, etc., conduct experiments with plants and
animals and write reports on the results of their
experiments,

in mathematics, pupils learn to handle instru-
ments for measuring lengths and angles, make
simple ;approximate calculations, use calculation
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Ow slid(' 11111, graphs and diagr.ints (Ind
leaf It soincilting about tompilici k.

Technical (hawing acquaints the pupils with
elements of design and preparation of basic tech,
Meal Ih LI II lit

}11:1111131 Inil tut Inn1 ',11
11'(; atlinircti 1/1111.11.S in study ing other general

NnhiCCIS.

TITCSe course, are designed to prepare"..ptipils
tor practical work: Specific technological skill 's
obtained doling labour staining NVITICh is divi(
into three stageslirst to third forms, fourth 0
eighth ;tall ninth to tenth forms.

in keeping with the children's abilities and
strength, labour training in the first to eighth
forms is of (if Cleinentar1" nature and inCindeS
working \vood, metal anti other materials with
simple tools and devices:, in rural schools simple
farm work is incinded. .\s a rule this training
takes place in classes, school workshops and on
garden plots.

The aim of labour training in the ninth and
tenth forms is to acquaint pupils with modern
methods of industrial and agricultural produe-
tirm. It takes the form of practical sessions con-
ducted in school workshops and laboratories and
at nearby factories and farms.

Practical sessions are always linked to the sub-
jects taught--physics, chemistry', biology. 'I'Itey, inn
fact, prepare students for practical activity.

The pupils themselves choose the kind of work
they' would like to do at these sessions.

Diligence and neatness, readiness to work for
the (-minium i.,;(10(1. persistence and the ability to
work independently arc emphasized during all
sessions.
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\1'011; clone at the sessions is 1(11411 Of socially
Nt'Ork, The 1)111)1k manufacture teaching

aids, implements and devices fin. school \vork-
shOpS anti laboratories. toys for kindergartens,
etc. It is the duty ni headmastca.s and teachers
to help students' organitations and to see to it
that their practical \cod; do not adversely affect
heir academic studies,

The programme for pi ICtit'ai ieunk 1)10'ideti
for ViSitS to industrial enterprises and lilt)) shows
on production subjects anti laboratory work.

Vocational training is gircn only it) schools
having adequate material facilities (e.g. schools
attached to major factories, collective au(' state
farms \yllich provide the necessary equipment,
tools, materials. instructors and \York places).
Pupils ate taught the specialities they choose;
instruction.; take into account the latest achieve-
ments in applied mathematics, machine-build-
ing and instrument-making, power engitreeritrg,
radio engineering. ctmstruction, chemical techim-
logy, platit-gtowii g. stock-raising, mechaniza-
tion and automation, etc.

If a pupil wishes. all or part of the time for
optional courses and of the time allotted for CX-
iramtit al activities may lie used to master the
speciality of his choice.

To help students choose their future profes-
sion Soviet secondary schools systematically ac-
quaint them \\lilt various branches of national
economy :mil ctiltural fields, enterprises, collec-
tie Mid ',LOC oftiCeS mid the most popu-
lar pttilcs ms

'1 his is (tone during gCTIYI.al v(Icatiuthil ;.inti
luau.- training and extramural activities. Pupil's
aptitudes, abilities and health us well as the cur-
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rent and long-range requirements of the national
economy are taken into considet

o help a pupil choose his future profession
it is necessai y to acquaint him with various pro-
fesso,os, to give him information not only on the
Icchnolugv involved, but also on the working
conditions, oil the theoretical and practical
knowledge and personal qualities required.

Vocational orientation in Soviet secondary
schools is carried out in the following manner,
In the tifth-eighth forms pupils team about the
taw tvjics of labour and trades; they are encou-
i aged to develop their interests and abilities and
;in, thus prepared for further study in either ge-
neral vocational or specialized .secondary schools,
or other secondary educational establishments. In
the ninth-tenth forms pupils come to have a bet--
ter grasp of the fields they are interested in and
become more confident of their t !mice. Pupils in
senior forms get further advice on the subject.

Vocational orientation is considered an impor-
tant clement of educational stork and is included
in the school cut-lin:la. It calls for active partici-
pation on the 'wart of school doctors, librarians,
workers of public mganizations, various enter-
prises and educational establishnients other than
schools. This work is supervised by the school di-
rector or by one of Ins assistants,.

In this work it is nccessar,. for the schools to
know what kind or work is icing carried nut by
which cdut.itional establishment, what enterpri-
ses al L. in need of workers and what qualifica-
tions they mils+ hat c, what organizations are con-
ducting c\troniu,r;t1 VM'at1011:11. Nvork, etc. A plan
is then LI, awn up. which calls for general school
work, methodological work with teachers, con-
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sultations with parents, establishment of contacts
with ento prises. All these activities should be
rrifeeted in the plans Of Ihe home-room teachers
as well as .4 other teachers and school workers.

J.ks said c:irlier, pupils get some knowledge of
a future trade or prolession during lessons. The
programmes for physics, chemistry, mathematics
and other subjects of a vocational character fur-
nish oppottunities for the pupils to discover
Nvhere their interests lie. For instance, at a lesson
in mathematics a teacher explains how mathema-
tics is used in modern industries. and tells about
numerous professions directly linked with it (en-
gineering, for example). Teachers of physics can
;ifs() give an idea of many trades and profes-
sions while describing the fundamentals of mo-
dern production (power engineering, designing,
instruments repair, etc.).

Courses in the Inummities are also used in vo-
cational orientation of pupils. The course in
USSR history includes study of the history of the
development of the country's national economy,
the achievements of Russian and Soviet engineer-
ing, inventors and skilled workers of pre-re-
volutionary Russia. prominent Soviet scientists,
engineers, workers and collective farmers. in
studying the history of the development of So-
viet national economy, pupils learn how changes
in production technology affect the professional
structure of society.

front the litehoure course students learn,
among other things,

those connected
professions in-

cluding- tho connected with literature itself
publishing and printing (the professions of jour--
nalists, editors, proof-readers, type-setters, etc.),

Various forms and methods are used in the
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\slit k vocation.d t icnt;nioni: description of
professions dining .1. ll'1t)11, Vkitti to CtI(el`pCISVS,

VStabliti1111)0113
Wards ilitittstiosis,, showing orfils.

Ail import:nu role in this \vitt]: is played by
various technical anti art circles. Thev enaisle int
pill to get acquainted directly with certain kinds
of labour and to find out allow their interests
and abilitiesActivitics 111 these circles are de-
terined not only isy the interests of the pupik,
but also by the enterprises located in the neigh-
bourhood, The circles tr(,t in every (ra encourag-
ed to establish close tics 'eith industrial enter-
prises :mil research institutions.

The circles help develop cieative thinking on
the pact of the pupils, and encourage them to
work on theft own, to invent,

For the put puss of vocational orientation are
organized pupils' brigades, camps of rest and
labistir and vasions other forms of socially useful
and productive labour to he performed by pupils,
excursions, (Ingests, eXhiliitilIRS,
popular are meetings with people in various pro-
fessions and trades. open-house events held at
enterprises anti educational establishments, and
tftnrcrences, cct(ngs and aswmidies m40111'0.1
to provide pupils \kith islft>s olation 01) varinfai
held', of .tetivities.

The home-room teacher plays an importmit
rol,c in helping pupils discover their interests. ta-
lents and miter qualities, lie also furnishes condi-
tions for :,trousing their interests, aequaints them

v;triotts professions, anti gives them and
their parents advice on the subject.

tst this tiroik he is assisted by other teachers,
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instructors in pupils' circles, the school librarian
and dot tor,

Schoolchildren extramural orgaiii/ations ulsu
paiticipate in vocational orientation of ptipils
Yming Pioneer !louses, young technicians and
omig nattnalists. stations, As a rule, members of

these organi/ations are ,iiitnitg the most intelli-
gent pupils \do, more in less kno\y xyliere their
intvicsts lie ;tittl want to take part in activities
that \\Amid help develop their interests and (a-

The iftgaili?atio»ill and methodological work
in this held is c,trried out mostly by teachers col-
leges and advanced teadiers institutes which ac-
lively participate in the \York of schools in their
area.

TIIREE ASPECTS 01: EDUCATION

It is one of the goals of Soviet secondary
school to at unity of ethical, esthetic and
physical upbringing of the pupils.

In the held of ethical education Soviet schools
strive to cultivate in every pupil patriotism as

.ts internationalism, integrity and honesty,
Of great significance here' arc tasks specially
planned to he carried out by the pupils. Perfor-
ming set tasks, and especially doing socially use-
ful work, gives the pupil a feeling of satisfac-
tion. alt opportunity to show his initiative and
win the approval of his r.mtrades and teacheis.

This woik is most successfully organir.ed
when It is iraCIVStillg to the pupils and can be
successfully carried out by them. The results arc
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made known to all the pupils, NV110 are encoura-
ged to follow the good example.

Esthetic education takes place in the course of
study, work and artistic activity. Nature study,
the arts, work, the learning process, in fact, the
et-i,re school life irdlitences the development of
the pupils' emotions and tastes, cultivating in .

them esthetic awareness.
Since they involve all the children, the les-

sons in class are of special importance, In the
junior forms these are reading, speech lessons
and nature study. Learning, \viten accomparded
by esthetic awareness, helps develop a pupil's
abilities, in particular, associative thinking which
is so essential for future study and work in va-
rious fields of science, technology and the arts.

The history teacher in the fifth and sixth
forms, for example, has an opportunity of deve-
loping in the pupils esthetic consciousness while
describing a country. Ile tells about its natural
conditions, about how the people work and spend
their leisure time, about their art and day-to-day
life.

The geography teacher sharpens the pupils'
esthetic awareness when, in describing the laws
of nature and the plant and animal kingdom, he
urges the pupils to make their own observations
when they are away from the, classroom,

In teaching it often happens that one subject
is used to help pupils learn about another, diffe-
rent, subject. For example, music is essential for
spurts lessons, while history, geography, natural
science and foreign languages are taught with
the help of pictorial art, music and literature.
Many teachers of physics and mathematics make
use of elements of the fine arts.
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In ding so the teacher, as a ride, seeks to cre-
ate an image of a phenomenon or fact, to em-
ploy the element of emotion and visualization.

experience has been accumulated in this
field in the Soviet linion.

Stmlents benefit greatly from literature, music
and art, aml especially literature. Imaginative
works cultivate the pupils' tastes and esthetic
ideals.

With the help or radio, films and television,
music has become an integral part of school life.
.1 he pupils have an opportunity of developing
their musical abilities, interests and tastes, of
learning to appreciate musical works,

Choral singing is the simplest form of musical
activity for children. It helps to form in children
a sense of responsibility for a common cause. The
extensive repertoire helps to develop political
atul esthetic views and convictions of students
without coercion and didactism, to form their es-
thetic requirements and tastes.

There are many types of after-school activi-
ties--amateur art circles, exhibitions, lectures,
conceits. art icStivals, etc.

Amateur art circles (music, dance, drama,
painting and sculpture, etc.) are for pupils with
serious interests in various fields of art,

Activities of such circles depend on the age of
the pupils as well as the level of their general
and artistic development. For instance, younger
children willingly take part in various handicraft
circles. Sometimes a circle is engaged in making
puppets or even an entne puppet. theatre; ano-
ther--in making toys, etc. In these circles chil-
dren learn to work with their bands and acquire
certain skill in drawing and modelling.
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Older children often prefer circles vhcre they
can learn technical skills--in sound recording,
photography. him-making., etc. Teenagers learn
to write scripts, direct films, and record music
for films.

Special attention is given to fostering in the
pupils good behaviour habits. In junior forms this
is done mainly in the form of play. Children pay
calls, greet their friends, learn table mummers,
and learn how to behave in the street, etc. With
pupils of senior forms the emphasis is on mleye;:
loping awareness of one's duties to society,

Many schools invite dress designers and inte-
rior decorators to visit the (lasses and show the
punts what is beautiful and what is ugly.

We all know that nature is a source of man's
esthetic feelings and inspires him to creative
efforts. Love of nature is part of the moral make-
up of man. This explains the inclusion of excur-
sions and trips into school activities.

Physical educationucation of the young is an issue of
state importance in the Soviet Union and an es-
sential part of the general educational scheme.
Sport is compulsory for all healthy children, who
may choose from a variety of lieldsgymnasties,
track and field, volley-ball, basket-ball, skiing,
swimming, etc. Games are On important part of
the sports programme.

Physical culture is closely linked V6'ith esthetic
education, Durim.; sports training the instructor
;ills attention to the pupils cal riage. gait, coor-

dination of movements. gracclulness.
Physical training in school is so organized that

all pupils ale y ableIi..e to meet the stan-
dard set ill the sports programme -Ready to
Work for and 1)efend the USSR." Besides regu-
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lac hurl classes cVC1 V school has what is known
as "sports circles- in gymnastics, sk.tting,
swimming,. Ch.% 'Those who go itt for these sports
usuallv receive spin ts ratings: some are granted
the title of Master of Spoils"

llighly popular ate various spoils competitions
;tint festivals as well as school, city, republican
and all-Union g.tines. The Eleventh All-Union
School Games in 1969 attracted more than

mdlion noun;; sportsmen, over seven thous.
and reaching the hinak itt the 2t events. Among
(bon many were Nlasters of Sports, Catlidate
Masters of Sports and holders of the first sports
rating.

The Soviet Government pays special attention
to the development of physical culture in schools.
In the last two Years our schools have built
(with pupils participating) some 1,000 sports
grounds. tom soccer fields and 15,010 volley-
ball and basket-ball courts. There are three thou-
sand sports schools in the country. These schools
not only train skilled sportsmen, but also serve
as centres where tnethodological work on the
physical training of schoolchildren is carried out.

EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
SERVING YOUNG PEOPLE

The vmpo.ie of non-school educational organi-
zations is to encourage children and young peo-
ple to develop their interests and gifts and at. the
same time to meet their needs and requirements.

In l91 , there were in the Soviet Union 3,695
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Young Pioneer Palaces and Ihouses, '1St young
technicians' stations, 3nti young naturalists' sta-
tions. WI excursion and tom ist stations. 2,21;
children's sports schools, 1.2,1 theatres for child-
ren, 172 411ildrcit's parks, 32 railway lines run by
youngsters.

Clubs for adults USIA:14 have children's sec-
tions. More and more adults, take part in non-
school educational work NVith children and teen-
agers at the place of their residence.

To encourage development of the aptitudes
and talents of children and teenagers. to disco-
ver the most talented and able among them, MI.
MMUS competitions in mathematics, physics,
chemistry. the arts and other subjects are orga-
nized. \Inch importance is attached to reading
at home, as it develops the youngers' literary
taste and curiosity. helps prepare them psycholo-
gically for socially useful labour and enhances
their moral and esthetic consciousness.

Stories, novels, plays (Russian, Soviet and fo-
reign) and science fiction fur children and teen -
agers i.trc printed in millions of copies in att lan-
guages of our multinational country and are sold
at low prices. The "Detskaya Literatura" (Lite-
rature for Children) Publishing !louse, founded
thirty years ago. has published 12,800 titles of
books, the total number of copies exceeding
1,660 million, In 196,s, '2,S07 titles of books for
children of pre-school and school age were print
cd (in a total of 20S.(i00 thousand copies); and
39 magazines fur children with a circulation of
5,900 thousand and 37 magazines for youth with
a circulation of 5,0u0 thousand were published.
One hundred and eight Komsomol newspapers
arc printed in nine million copies daily, and
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21 Voting Pioneer newspapers hAVe a total Cir-
culation of 12,1110

In 190, sthoul lil,rarics cuntainctl 102,100 thou.
sand volumes. BeAdes school libraries there arc
1,900 special libraries for children in the country
with 10 Lou tlo msand stitunus, Man libraries
for adults have children sections,

Non-school educational organizations regul-
arly arrange. meeting's in which young,sters meet
with scientists and writers, shock workers, skilled
masters, as well as lectures and talks about
hooks.

Each Veal.. during the spring holidays, a "Week
of Children's Books" is held throughout the coun-
try. The "Pioneria" newsreel is released each
month: feature and documentary films for chit-
dren are regularly produced: and radio and tele-
vision carry daily programmes for schoolchild-
ren.

Nutt-school educational organizations devote
much attention to the esthetic education of
children. Composers, musicians, writers, artists
and actors are invited to take part in this work.

The number of children and teenagers going
in for sports continues to increase. Besides
schools, excursion anti tourist stations, and chil-
dren's sports schools, participating in this work
are skiing stations, swimming pools and stadiums
for children.

Much attention is given to children's summer
holidays, In 1910, over 13 million children and
,adolescents spent their summer vocations in
Young Pioneer and school camps, sanatoria, and
at resorts. Children who remain in town during
summer attend specially organized city Young
Pioneer camps: they are taken on trips and ex-
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$.1) lit Irak. in ii ibills spin Is rumprti-
Huns,

.AIl this (Akin', school cilm,ition upbring
hound v11.11 sp«itiLd in die school cur.

ilk Ida, and hclps 1110 Ill the pupil's nelson:1h%.
hefole he begins Iii \voils III' inters higher

FAMILY AND SOCIETY

The Soviet oveinment takes ',very measurees
entr that Children grow tip healthy, well

provided for and lEippy, and have a proper edt-
cattim ',Md. Upbringing.

'Mir family is, of course, the key factor in a
child's upbringing. It is the duty of parents to
support their children until they become of age,
to see to their health and education, to prepare
them for socially useful activity, and to shape
:nut guide their behaviour in keeping with the
esthetic principles of socialist society,

The state gives parents extensive assistance in
this it provides each child with the opportunity
to study, organizes creches and kindergartens for
children whose parents cannot attend to them all
tInough the day. and gives financial assistance to

big families, It builds children's clinics, stadi-
ums, Young Pioneer Palaces, theatres and cine-
mas for children: it trains teachers and instruc-
tors and helps parents acquire knowledge on the
upbringing- of children.

The socialist institutions for educating child-
ren in the Soviet Union, such as kindergartens-,
schools, Young Pioneer Palaces and flouses and
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other Nimilar estahlishments offer no opposition
to the family but act as its assistants.

The Soviet state provides for its citizens free
education al all levels, from prititm v school
to university,

Secondary schools have special fonds for help-
ing the children of patents with low inemues;
students at vocational schools are supported en-
tirely by the state, while students at higher and
specialized secondary schools receive monthly
allowances.

In recent years many boarding schools have
been opened. Until irk% such institutions (orpha-
nages and children's ,olonies) were only for
children and teenagers (to? to the age of IS) who
needed special care either because they had no
parents or because their parents for some reason
were unable to look after them properly. The or-
phanages and colonies gave shelter and educa-
tion to many homeless children after the Civil
War and foreign intervention (191S-21) and
after the Second World War,

The Suvorov and Nakhituov military schools
are special secondary educational establishments
for the sons of army and navy men and former
partisans. They are fully supported by the state,
wear army or navy uniforms and receive a se-
condary education as well as special training re-
quir-N1 for admittance to officers' schools.

Special schools are set up for handicapped
children (schools for blind children or children
with poor vision, children who are deaf and
dumb, hard of hearing, mentally retarded child-
ren, etc.). As a rule these are hoarding schools
fully maintained by the state.

In many boarding schools opened in recent
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years children stay at school for the five week
days arid go home for weekends and holidays.
In -prolonged-day schools" the pupils remain at
school from x a.m. till 1; pan. 'rhey do their
hinny-work there. rest, play, and attend various
circles, They arc looked after by le:telly's.

Children at boarding schools are provided with
food, clothing, lootwear and textbooks: the par-
ent; pay part of the cost, the :mount depending
on their earnings, while the state covers the rest,
parents with low incomes arc either exempt front
payment or pay six-ten roubles a month. Pro-
longed-day schools provide free meals.

Boarding schools or prolonged-day schools
permit the most rational organization of the edts-
e3tion31 process, with the best possible alterna-
tion of study, work, sport and recreation, as well
as constant medical supervision. Various extra-
mural activities are organized to suit the child-
ren's itm.rests and aptitudes.

These schools are very popular. and more are
built every year. In I93S, boarding .schools had
an enrolment of aide 159,000: in 1969, the figure,
topped the live . million mark (prolonged-day
schools included). It is planned to build suffici-
ent hoarding schools so that every family that
wishes to send their children there can do so.

The Soviet Government also gives much atten-
tion to evening; and correspondence schools for
young svorkets and farmers. During the last five
years over two million people received an eight-
year education and three million, a secondary
education without leaving their jobs. This sys-
tem is constantly being improved.

'Fliree-year schools and classes have been set
up inside general evening schools where skilled
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Worket ;nut fol r,t11 reCeiVe .1 seettlIdarY
CilOCati011 while ttpdatitt Ifteil
ges there are spcci ;il training (Tulles which serve
this purpose.

',Indents attending evening ;mil corresponden-
elos,,vs enjo c el tain inivileges. They have an

extra It oil each week at half their acrage
wages. ;null the school time-table is drawn up to
suit their working hours.

1 he number of (Netting alia correspondence
oudents trehled in the last nine years, reaching
almost. the live million mark in the 196S-69 aC3-
dollic year.

Increasing expenditures by the state on educa-
tion are vivid prod of its great concern for the
younger generation.

.Ns compared with pre-revolutionary Russia
(V)l.1! the per capita budgetary appropriation
for education is today b5 times greater.

Further progress in public education envisag-
ed by the Soviet Comnumist Party programme
for l9711-S0 will require a considerable increase
in public spending for this purpose, and the So-
viet Gm-ailment is prepared to supply the ne-
cessar funds,

AFTER FINISHING SECONDARY
SCHOOL

An important, role in educating the young is
played by specialized secondary schools (techni-
kums) anti yocationat schook.

Recently 11 decision bas been adopted by the
Soviet Government on broadening the network
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of vocational school~. The decision calls for ex-
tending. tilt' 01 education On
the basis of eigItt-, ear s,hoolintr.. NVithin three
or tom veat. puoik will ac qui..
It At .pc, tw;.etthi l'attC;t
Clow

Thc kilt or 1, ot 131.0Vidt!s
Ear planlIC(1 traits itg it v'iti 111'," skilled v:orliers
for various branclio of thu national ccolimilv,
Vocational selioitis also t SreCi-
ality has IWCOMe 111 Opportunity' to
change proleision. Vocational schools admit an-
nually some 1,300 thousalA voimg- people \vitt+
have guidtiated from the eight-year or secondary
school and wish to do in.,,duction lit

urban vocational schools students study
from tine to three years, while at lanai vocation-
al selmit1s---trout one to t%1'0, The main emphasis
is on illitStUling a cli,,seit stwilality. The students
spend manY hours workiii,:,; in the school work-
'Amp or at to enterprise. At the same time they-
are taught stollic til /CH al ;Hid gctlela 1 subjects,
this helps them toaster their speci;tlity.Voca.tton-
al school graduates can ennui a specialized se-

y school in complete their education in a
,generil secolitlaiv sell of for adults Neithottt lea.
Clog Iteir jobs. ...titer that thee can enter anv
in.titute or university.

All students of vocationakt,chools arc suppcnt-
cd by the state. In the 1!)fi - al'ilfklniC year
there were :010(1 vocational .sr.hools in the USSR
with a total enrolment of t\vo

Vocational sdlools train workers in Linn ,tra-
dcs. Modern production requirements are fully
taken into account. In 19 (0. vocational, schook
trained over tole tnillitlu yming skilled \Yorkers
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Ve!(%11 WA ..cht1(1,1 ,Ire classified according to
their specialization. Their toricula include pro.
&Action haining, iheoretical studies. extramural
and after-whool actlyitics.

f wat ot et( st'itUtItS (1.0kVt: thch °wt.,
shops, Isl ilk: process of stielerit: wake
Ii t1UUU'nt>, app,it.aiNcs, machines, turniture,

cloth4-s, mine (0,11, build houses, etc.
In industry. Agin ulture, various cultural, edu-

cational ;mil mcklical establishments, a big con-
tribution is made by vorkers with a secondary
specialized cdoealion,

In the CSSI: there arc four thousand specia-
lized second.oy schools and other secondary esta-
blishments with a total enrolment of someLino thousand ;:tiCk: Appendices 5 and 6), In
Iotfs, ,,vcr 903 thousand specialists graduated
floor spci,iali.oed Ns:cm-41:11T schools. Students at
these schools recCIVe Mlte Stipends.

Vf rad tiatCS Of the eight-year school can enter
specialized secondary schools immediately or af-
ter several eears of work. Specialized secondary
schools also have .vcciittg and correspondence
departments where ywitg, people can study wi-
thout leaving. their jobs. The term of study is
either three or .four r_ ears. Some specialized se-
condar); s4 hook f.,aso their programmes on coin-
ploy general secondary school, and their term of
study is shorter.

In the 1 9tis-69 ar,tdeotic year specialized se-
cmielary schools took a. series of measures to raise
the quality oa?ning of young specialists. Cer-
tain changes have )icen made in the content and
trganization of theoretical and vocational train-
ing on the basis of the latest achievements of
science and engineering, more rational organtzas
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Lion of labour ;tad heifer methods of teaching.
All educational work is carded out in close co-
operation xvitli the enterprises. and organizations
for which the specialists are trained,

A significant number of secondary school gra-
diates go oo to higher educational establish-
ments, About one million students are admitted
annually to institutes and universities (evening
and correspondence departments included).

the USSR there ate three types of institu-
tions of higher learning: the regular day depart-
ment, evening department and correspondence
department. The diplomas awarded by the three
have identical value.

AU Soviet citizens having a complete second-
ary education, irrespective of sex, nationality
or social background, can enter any institution
of higher learning in the country.

Altogether there are 791 institutions of higher
learning in the country with a total enrolment
of 4,500 thousand. In the USSR out of every
10,000 people 176 are students: In 1968, the
country's institutes and universities graduated
111,400 young specialists (see Appendices 7 and
S),

Students studying successfully at regular day
departments receive state stipends. Besides, the
rectors have at their disposal special funds, for .

helping those who need financial assistance (for
instance, a student who has a family and cannot
manage to live on the state stipen(1).

Students receiving high marks in their studies
are granted stipends which arc 25 per cent big-
ger than the usual stipend, There are also spe-
cial scholarships established in honour of promi-
nent state or public leaders, outstanding scion-
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ists, writers, And ;ti tisk. They are awarded to
the most aide students. Indust' i;t1 enterprises or
collective faints which scud their best workers to
institutions of higher learning also provide them
with stipends. The number of such students is
inurvasing Nvith each year.

llniversitics train specialists in the following
fields: physics. chemistry, mathematics, mecha-
nics, biology, geology, geography, philology, his-
tory, philosophy. economics. and law.

Technical institutes train engineers in two
hundred different fields.

Economists and trade and finance specialists
are trained in institutes and universities as well
as the engineering-economic departments of a
number of technical institutes.

Those who wish to study law may enrol in
law institutes or law departments at universities.
Future teachers and doctors are trained in teach-
ers colleges and medical institutes respectively.
About fifty higher schools (half of these are mu-
sical) train workers in the arts.

.
Secondary school graduates who work can get

their higher education at evening or correspon-.
fence institutes.

Students who go to evening or correspondence
institutes enjoy certain privileges.. For instance,
first-second course students have an additional
20-day leave with full pay; students of evening
secondary schools get an additional ten-day lea-
ve with full pay: students of higher and second-
ary correspondence schools have an additional
30-day leave to sit for their exams. Starting with
the third course students of evening institutes get
air additional .30 -day paid leave; students of
evening secondary schools-20-day paid leave
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and those studying by correspondence-10-day
leave.

I:or the time of the finals the students of cor-
respondence and evening higher and secondary
educational establishments receive an additional
paid leave of 30 days; they are given two months
(hot secondary schools students) or lour months
(for the students of higher schools) to prepare
and defend their graduation papers.

Beside these paid leaves, students enrolled in
senior courses at higher turd secondary schools
can have an additional month's leave without
pay in order to do practice work in their future
speciality or to gather material for their gradua-
tion paper. Moreover, they have an extra day
off each week at half their average wages. If
they wish, they can have one or two more days
off each week without pay.

Students studying by correspondence pay only
fifty per cent of their travelling expenses for
going to the city where their institute is located
to sit fur exams or to do labwork,- the rest being
covered by the organizations where they work.

MI the students who do well in their work
have the right to stop working and begin atten-
ding day lectures, to learn more about the theo-
ries anti the methods of scientific and designing
work.

In the LISSR there are 30 correspondence and
evening institutes and over a thousand corres-
pondence and evening departments attached to
institutes, Their total enrolment exceeds 2,400
thousand.

There arc 211) correspondence and evening
specialized secondary schools, and over 3,300
correspondence and evening sections and depart-
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I
mews in specialized set ondary schools, These
schools are attended Ity more than 1,000 thou-
sand students.

Correspondence and evening higher and se-
condary schools train specialists in nearly all
fields. Large industrial enterprises and construe-
th projects have everting and correspondettce
departments affiliated with correspondence and
evening higher and secondary specialized schools.

TWO AND A HALF MILLION

Teachers' training in pre-revoluthmary Rus-
sia was extremely inadequate. For primary schools
the best (malilied were graduates front teachers
seminaries, but they accounted for only 10 per
cent of all primary school teachers. Teachers
for higher primary schools and their egkii-
valcnts were trained in teachers institutes where
the level of instruction was even below that of a
secondary school.

Instructors in Gymnasiums, Realschulen and
other secondary schools were graduates from uni-
versities or of higher teachers' training courses
for women. The whole of Russia before the Re-
volution had I I universities and two higher
teachers' training courses for women. Universi-
ties gave no specialized training in teaching, and
their graduates, as a rule, had little enthusiasm
for teaching.

In Soviet times the training of highly quidified
te;..chers was organized on a broad scale. The
teachers of primary schools must he graduates of
either ,a secondary teachers school or a pedagogi-
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cal college. As a rule, teachers of the lifth-eighth
forms have a higher education.

lit the 1.1SSR teacherx, are trained in 11 uni-
versities. 206 pedagogical colleges and 408 se-
condary teachers schools. !n the 1968-69 acade-
mic year the enrolment in teachers schools and
colleges was 1,200 thousand the number of gra-
duates in 1969 exceeded 200,000.

Some 500,000 teachers and other specialists in
the field of pedagogy are enrolled in correspon-
dence and evening departments of higher schools
in order to update their knowledge.

The history of the Ushinsky Pedagogical Ins-
titute at Yaroslavl, one of the oldest in the coun-
try, illustrates the progress that has been achiev-
ed in the field of teachers' training in Soviet
limes. '['he Institute was established in 1908 as a
small educational institution. In 1911, it graduat-
ed twenty-five students, its first graduates. In ten
years, from 1908 to 1918, the Institute had train-
ed only 200 teachers.

in Soviet times the Ushinsky Pedagogical Ins-
titute became a large educational establishment.
In the period from 1918 to 1968 it had trained
23,000 teachers. '['lie Institute has five depart-
ments: history and philology, biology and geo-
graphy, physics and mathematics, foreign lan-
guages, and physical culture and sports. It has a
staff of over 400. The Institute trains specialists
in 22 fields, and has an enrolment of 6,500.

The Institute has a library with over 600,000
volumes, two sports halls, locksmith's and car-
penter workshops, and a botanical garden. A
school for young lecturers has been organized
where 300 students are enrolled.

At present over twelve thousand teachers are
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svorking in the SCIMOIS (11 the Yamslarl Region,
the majority being graduates of the Yaroslavl
Pedagogical Institute.

Nlany of the graduates are engaged in social
work. In 1967. some SM) teachers were elected
deputies to regional, city, district, and village
Soviets of Working People's Deputies. Many
teachers, graduates of the Yaroslavl Pedagogical
Institute, have been awarded orders and medals
of the USSR; 120 teachers have been given the
title of "Merited Teacher of the RSFSR"; 1,500
teachers have been awarded the badge "Excel-
lent Worker of Public Education"; and '1,G00
teachers arc taking an active part in the work of
the "Znaniye" (Knowledge) Society.

The Yaroslavl Pedagogical Institute not only
satisfies the requirements in teaching personnel
of the Yaroslavl Region, but also sends its 'gra-
duates to other parts of the country.

USSR pedagogical institutes train their stu-
dents in pedagogics, psychology, methods of
teaching various subjects in school. The curricula
of the institutes provide for practice work by stu-
dents at schools.

Teachers for primary schools and pre-school
institutions are trained in .108 teachers schools,
which admit persons having a eight-year or com-
plete secondary education.

Students with an eight -year education study
all the general suit ects included in the second-
ary school programme: their term of study is
three or four years, depending on their field.
Those with complete secondary education do not
take general subjects, and their term of study is
two years.

The teachers training programme is as follows:
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Future pi inn v si hold teachets take courses
in the Rtissiaa language, arithmetic, history, na-
tural science, (hawing, technical thawing and
manual labour, singing and physical culture, and
study the methods of teaching- these subjects.
Those who wish to work in kindergartens and
creches mkt courses in the Russian language,
singing, drawing, and physical training., and stu-
dy the methods of teaching. these subjects as well
as the methods of developing speech habits,
conducting nature study., and teaching children
how form mathematical notions.

Roth groups of students receive general peda-
gogical training. They take courses in anatomy,
physiology of various age groups of children and
hygiene, general and specialized pedagogics,
psychology.

Each student does compulsory practical work
at either a primary or eight-year school, or a
kindergarten, depending on his field. The bask
types of school practice are as follows: observa-
tions in connection with psychology and pedago-
gics courses, training for mastering methods of
teaching certain subjects, lessons, work With
children at playgrounds and in Young Pioneer
camps, practical work in a school or kindergar-
ten (replacing a teacher Or an instructor).

Al! students enrolled in school and pre- school
departments must learn to play a musical inStrit-
mentH-piaho, violin, accordion, etc. The curricula
also include optional studies---7choral singing
(conducting), vocal lessons, etc.

Students enrolled in teachers schools are sup-
plied with all the necessary textbooks and teach-
ing aids. They arc given accommodatiOns in
dormitories, and receive stipends. They lia+Je free
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use of the labs, study,loonts, libraries, reading
halls, sports bases, stadiums, and various facili-
ties of their school. Some students take part in
amateur art circles.

Students enrolled in everting and C0FITSpOli-
ducc departments enjoy all privileges given
to those who study without leaving their jobs in=
eluding an additional paid leave at the place of
their %viols .

The graduates :ire given ,jobs in schools or
kindergartens. They may also enter any institu-
tion of higher learning. of their choice.

Teachers institutes take part in working out
methods of teaching, prepare textbooks and
teaching aids, and make recommendations, to
higher bodies on how to improve teaching and
methodological work, They exchange experience
with other educational establishments, their
teachers and students, make visual aids, etc.

Pedagogical schools maintain close tie,: with
their graduates, follow their -work and analyze it
for the purpose of further improving their sys-
tem of training.

Of the pedagogical institutes in the country
2S 7 have school departments and MIpre-
school departments (some institutes have both):
21: pedagogical institutes have graphic arts (k-.
partments, 78depart mitts of music, 61of
physical culture, and 12--of manual labour.
They also have evening and correspondence de-
partments. Resides regular pedagogical institutes
there are special correspondence teachers institu-
tes.

The total enrolment in the country's teachers
institutes for the 196S-69 academic year was
2S9, 00.
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tvaehers secondary school in Lukyanoyo
in the Uorky Region is typical of its kind in the.
USSR. rounded in 1929 it has trained over six
thousand teachers of primary school, the major-
ity of whom are now working in the Gorky Re-
gion.

It has a secondary school attached to it staffed
by 20 teachers and attended by live hundred and
ten children ami teenagers.

The school has two departmentst the first tra-
ins primary school teachers and the second
teachers of physical culture anti sports.

In addition to general subjects as taught in
regular secondary schools, the students take cour-
ses in psychology and pedagogics.

The school has 22 well-equipped study-rooms,
two sports halls. a library with -10,000 volumes
and a reading hall.

The students take special pride in the study-
noun for history, which has become the Laakya-
novo museum of regional studies. It has over, six
thousand exhibits. The students work as guides.
Within ten-odd years of its existence the museum
has been visited by over 1-10 thousand people.

At the present rate of progress in social life,
science. technology and culture no educational
institution can give a student all the knowledge-
he would need in his future work. This is espe.
daily true in the teaching profession.

Accordingly, the Soviet education system pro,
vides for updating the knowledge' and skill of
teachers.

Teachers are encouraged to take correspon-
dence and evening courses; for this they arc
given extra leave and travelling expenses; and
released from extra duties at school. As a matter
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of fact, teaelicrs accoont for nearly three -quar-
ters of the enrolment in correspondence anti
evening departments of pedagogical institutes,

The most eapalde teachers take post-graduate
courses. After completing the courses and de-
fending' their theses they rceeve ;1 Candidate's
Degree. in their Md.

After this a tearhet 1-.111 go oo and work for
the Doctor's Devrce. To receive this degree, he
must %yrite a dissertation investigating an urgent,
problem in his Iield and draw valid conclusions
on the basis of the investigation. The disserta-
tion. after being published, is defended by the
author in an educational establishment or rese-
arch institute.

The country's educational institutions
participate in the work Of improving the skill of
teachers, These institutions are staffed by over
2.10,000 professors tmd teachers, including some
s0,011t1 Doctors and Candidates of Sciences.

At present, a !waiter of all the workers in va-
Clous fields science and art in the world are
working in the 1.lSSR.

Such workers have all completed certain post-
graduate courses. In early 1909, there were
100,000 post-graduate students in the country, of
whom 50,000 were studying at higher education-
al establishments.

Each administrative region, territory and an-
tnnomons republic has a special teachers refre-
sher and every anion TepuMica central
teachers refresher institute. These help teachers
organize their refresher studies in the best way
and make known the experience of the best ins-
tructors.

Once every live years all teachers attend a re-
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fresher course during which lectures are read on
pedagogical and methodological problems inn(
on major social and cultural trends. Between the
courses teachers have an opportunity to examine
their problems ;Ind apply what they have
learned,

A good dual of pedagogical and methodologi-
cal litetattne has been published: there are also
numerous pedagogical magazines issued at repu-
blican ;old all-Union level, (ichiteiskaya Gazeia
(Teachers' Newspaper) is published in Mos-
cow.

Pedagogical societies functioning in all union
republics encourage teachers to work creatively.

These societies organize "pedagogical lectu-
res" on a republican and all-Union scale, district
and city conferences, schools of advanced expe-
rience and meetings for. exchange of experience.
In Ifritt, more than 2,000 papers were submitted
from all regions, territories, autonomous anti
union republics to the "pedagogical lectures" or-
ganized by the USSR Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences.

Teaching is regarded as a responsible and
lionotired profession in the Soviet Union. Over
.2,50,4)00 teachers have been awarded medals anti
orders, and sonic 2.l,000 of the best have won,
the title of -Merited Teacher of the Republic.",

Mane teachers hold high Government and pus
blie -posts. Tens of thousands of them are depu-
ties to the USSR Supreme Soviet, the Supreme
Soviets t.d. onion and autonomous republics and
local Soviets of Working People's Deputies. To-
day there are over two and a half million tea-
chers in the Soviet Union.



LEAI)ING BODIES 01' SOVIET
PI MIA; EDUCATION

or people \Vol ICSCACCII
Ills( loll,. ;Ind designing offices is steadily grow-
ing, l'he volume iii scientilie ;Ind technical in
formation is expanding.. All Ihis means that
workers in various fields must become more anti
more highly qualified. and consequently that the
country's educational system must uonstantly be
ad 'toed as to meet the nation's demands for
trained petsonncl.

The !calling bodies of Soviet public education
are the I TSSi: Nlinistry of Higher and Secondary
Specialifed Education, LISSY: Ministry of Educa-
tion, State Committee on Vocational Edu-
cation, and the respective republican ministries
and committees.

The USSR Nlinktry of higher and Secondary
Specialized Education is in charge of the coun-
try's institutions' of higher learning, supervises
anti coordinates pedagogical-methodological

. work, anti is responsible for building refresher
course facilities for professors and teachers of
higher schools. The Ministry directs the work of
several alt-E lnion higher educational institutions,
the rest coining under republican ministries of
higher and secondary specialized education, as
well as other ministries and departments in res-
pective fields,

The USSR Ministry of Education and the res-
pective republican ministries direct the work of
pre-school and non-school educational establish-
ments, general secondary schools of all types,
and. the training of teacher's. The USSR Minis-
try of Education, together with the USSR Aca-
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th:111 l'S, is reSponSilde for
tit' t'Clitiling And pet IC( tins; flit sVstt'111 of public
cdt1Cation. introdttc tittiVelSdl vt.t)t1t1.
,t1 I}ft ckollcilt Iii 1Voll
uI guncr,t1 schoLii

ti dining' and pre sillool institutions, coor.
reseatch itt p(Alayor,t-ici, aml teudeling

assistance to repoloicati ministries of .edocation.
S('hool ittspec!ion work is Ltrrit'd out by re-

gional, city, and district tlepattments of public.
i.'Ittcation and by the ministries of education of
the union republics. They check on the Nvork of
school directors :Ind help them solve yarioui or.
gani/ational, polagug'Ical. anti trwthodological
problems, School inspectors of the LISS]: Niinis-
try of l'Aucation also determine the quality of
trdining, help republican -school inspectors in
their NViak, 1),It6ripate nil i»Tpaling
IC \lhiltIkS, methodological material, etc,

USS1i Nlinistry of Education has Yorked
orit a series IdHsteastwes for increasing the num.
her of inspectiffs, providing them with better
working. comlitim)s toil higher wages,

Education in the 1.JSSR is ,t concern of the en.
tire nation. That is why participating in the so--
lotion of urgent tasks eonfrontittg the Soviet,
school system are all citizens of the country, tea-
de unions, youth, 'women's and other social or-
-ganitzttions, They have aleztys proved to be of
great help to the schools.

INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS

The Soviet Union maintains contacts with
many forcigtt countries ;Ind international organi-
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nation in yariutis fields of ,utivities, Soviet spe-
cialists N1'011 itt ( Nr.SCO and other tIN agen-
cies, The Soviet I:niun exchanges delegations of
scientists, educators, and students with other
countries for the purpose of studying. among
other things, various problems relating. to public
education. Soviet specialists regularly attend in-
ternational conferences and symposiums. Exhibi
tions devoted to various problems of public edu-
cation, children's art and crafts anti pedagogical
and methodological literature are organized,

The international tics of the Soviet Union in
the field of education are continuously expand-
ing. Today the Soviet Union maintains contacts
with 56 countries in this field,

For several years Soviet teachers have been
working in foreign schools of higher education,
Soviet teachers ate teaching mathematics, phy-
sics, biology, chemistry, Russian and pedagogy
in many countries. Many teach Russian in Cam -
bodia; the Congk, (14rauaville), Mali, Senegal,
etc.

The Soviet Union has built in Magadishu and-
-. presented to the Somali Republic a fully equip-
ped boarding school. In 1966, the USSR built,
equipped ,Ind presented as a gift to the Yemeni
Republic three schools where Soviet teachers are

-.working.
Soviet specialists have been working in many

countries on UNESCO projects. For example, a
Soviet team has gone to India to help improve
the teaching of natural sciences in the secondary
schools there. Other Soviet specialists in educa-
tion arc working in Tanzania, Zanzibar, Nepal
and Sierra - Leone.

Each year higher and secondary school teach-
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try frlIii V1111111'. 11)1Mfriri CI)1110 II) the SO Vid
Clii4)11 Iii ilelivcr Iciluirs 111(1 1111.1.1M1-

c. WWI tics Soviet system of titit.111011.
111,4iall El:1,4110.1;k' I.Cfr<:11t1' rutnscs Zil'e 11C111

tegolailv in the Soiet Union for teacheis front
the Gelman 1)cimielatic IZepoldic, Poland, I lint-
eat v. Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Britain, Frail

Filitatttl ;Old WIRT COttratit:S. Oor guests :it.
(cad tecturcs on Soviet literature, culture and tut-
!lie education delivered by leading professors
loon Nloscow, Leningrad and other cities, 1)ur
nig this course much attention is given to oral
firittliTi:. TO tilii end the Int eign guests are to-
ken on exclusions around the Soviet Union: they
visit new housing projcctS in Moscow, Lenin-
grad, Volgograd and fulter cities, collective and
state farms. factories, exhibitions, including the
USSR Exhibition of Economic Achievements in
Nloscow, theatres ;Intl museums,

1)elegations of Soviet educators visit ninny
countries of Ai continents, where they read lee-
turCti on Soviet education, and give practical: as-
sTistance in reorganizing school education, In the
socialist countries they work as consultants on
refrcsbe courses for Russian language teachers,

One form of Soviet international contacts con-
sists in sending teachers and students of forel6a
languages to the German 1)1.9nocratic Republic,
Britain and France to improve their knowledge.
Soviet teachers colleges exchange literature and
experience with their counterparts in many
countries, Exchange of visits are organized for
sallying methods of teaching it specific subject,
different forms of wok with stfulcnts, delivering
lectures or attending conferences.

1Vith every year the litimlivr of delegations of



Soviet stiniobitildren visiting socialist countries
and other neighbouring states is increasing, So-
viet schmilehildren also play hosts to a growing
number of children's delegations from ;Abroad.

bleat attentiim giVell to the organization of
exhibitions oo public education, as. \veil as ex-
positions of children's drawings.

In 1966, Standard exhibitions on public cduca
(ion were sent from the Soviet Union to
20 countries, among them India, Pakistan, Sene-
gal, Uganda, Somali, and Ceylon. in 1967, the
USSR Ministry of Public Education arranged
three large exhibitions in the German Democra-
tic Republic, the United States and Chile.

Soviet people rejoice in the achievements of
many countries in eliminating illiteracy, this
shameful survival of the past; they are willing
to share their experience in public education.

Soviet educators' international tics promoted
by common interest in many general and speci-
fic pedagogical problems will strengthen as time
passes.



Conclusion

each historical period the structure of pu-
blic education reflected the specific features of
political, economic and cultural development of
the given country.

lowevet, it is not enough simply to describe
the activity, of the various types of educational
institutions; what is most important is to sum up
;m11 consider the, overall results. Even the best-
institutions cannot provide a truly public educa
lion unless they are operated on the basis of
broad democratic principles.

Within a short historical period the Soviet
state has built almost anew a system of pre-;
schoot education. and remodelled all types of
schoolsprimary, secondary and higherwhich
give both general and vocational training,

Soviet general secondary schools provide an
opportunity for discovering and developing each
child's interests and abilities, for instilling in
them Soviet patriotism, hdping them to see life
as a process of continuous creative labour and to
heel happy that they can take part in this la-
hour,

The American author Theodore Weiser who
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visited the Soviet Union in i(,):Q. said that in his
viek the stem of educating children in the So-
viet Union was among the It ;mil, given time,
would creme a new ohm,

Yvs. 11111(ation in the Soviet Union is gradu-
ally changing; it (eases to mean erudition Of one
who merely demands things front life and has
heroine a weapon of one who builds life, who is
creative in spirit. 'llicse words by Anton Maka-
renko have liv(11 colltivInC(1 by the experience of
every, teacher and adult in the soviet Union,

After his visit to the Soviet Union Rabitidra.
natlt Tagorc wrote that in this country he had
felt a profound movement of human thought, that
in the USSR education of all was in the educa-
tion of one Insufficient education of one was felt
by all, With the help of universal education the
%Wild people succeeded in the nation-wide cause
of building of a collective brain.

By the time he is seventeen a Soviet young-
ster has received a broad education which openi
before him all roads leading to the career of his
choice.

It is no exaggeration to say that the entire So-,
viet Union is studying and worki»g, thinking
and remaking, life in aide) to improve the mate-
rial and initlleetnal level of everyone, no mat-
ter where he lives or works.
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Appcndivti

Enrolment in Secondary Specialized School% in the
Union Republics

(,14 111 11i . beginning of aradtnitic year; 111.111sarld

.1=

7-;
t
-0

17SSR total 51,:'. 971.8 3,903.8 .1,166.6

Ros,Imi vt.,1,71-,ttion :t7i, 1 7,91.0 ,12,1.9 2,506.1

l'ioainian SSR 1'2,5 196.2 71S.7 7;55.7

ItyclotlisNian SSR 1 , I $7). 0 131.8 138.0

l'ttock SSR 0,1 25.1 122.0 133.1

Kataldt SSR 0.3 :;0.3 103.1 201,3

Georgian SSR
a

0.... 26.1 13.2 17,8

,.\ /cihaijan SSR 0.5 17.1 65,0 ea3

1 illtuartian SSR 1.5 6. I 60.9 62.1

Moldavian SSR 0,5 1,1 30.S 13,6

Latvian SSR 1,3 9.6 11,1 10.5

Kiughit SSR 6.0 15.1 38.2

'I:C0k SSR S.0 27.2 29.8

Arinvoiatt SSR 0,1 8,0 36.0 39.3

'tau kmenian SSR 7,7 2531 '27,0

f:stonian SSR 0,2 2.1 27.1 26.2
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Foruhnent In 1Hgher Educational Establishments in
Union Republics

1,1 the likgtiming ul ,It,t,itmlic 4..11; sholcnts)

.1

('Stilt tidal 12:.1 811.7 1,12,i.2 1,169.7

Roiari Fc,1...t.iti,,I,

l'ktaiiii.in Stik

6(1,:, 478,1

11,6.5

'2,170.1i

69.I
2,622,:,

792.'d

11) clur tts.1,,11 tislt 21.5 115.9 131.7,

1,-..1,,,L1:11 Stilt 1.9.1 Ititi,3 221.1

l',/LA Stilt 111,-1 361.1 ItiS, 1

(4.1orginn Stik 0..3 28..) Si ,1 S9,3

.%/t11.,sijati Stilt 11,11 78,3 9.1.11

1 illithttliail Stilt i'l .11 ;')1,7 51.5

Nlolcl,tviati Stilt 2..."J 111.11 15.1

Latvian Stik 2.1 (1.9 :.',41,/ 10,1

Kirghiz Stilt 1.1 ',f,i, 7 1:1,9

talik Stilt 2.3 31,7 -10,11

.1rineniali SSI: 11.1 13.3 51,8

Illiktilni,til Stilt :1.1) 27.3
1:01)niall Stilt .;. l 1.8 21,8 22.8
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Appendix 8

Number of Graduates from higher and Secondary

Specialized Schools
(thousand students)

St'condat hools: 1911 12.2

1911) 236.S

1965 621.5
1966 685,2
1967 SO.).9

1liehcr cducationAl establish-

1966 902.8

116.!

911 7.4

910 126.1

1°1,9
06 131.8
67 479,5
6S 510.6

Appendix 9

Number of Scientific Workers in the

USSR
(thousand persons)

1911 11.6

1910 98.3

1947 117),6

1965 566,11

1966 712.4

1967 770,0

116s 822.9
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A kindergarten Jar 1i: burs'
children in Kotla-Yarve, Es-

tonia.
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1,200 huhils (Moot this
school In Vilnius, Latvia.
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This bay wants to gut into a
shccial mat/1(110h s se hoot.

trarning the AIM in a kin-
dergarten run by a thrinkal-
fibre factory in Knrsle.
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(I school.
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are taught algebra.
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Children are fond of snorts.
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A German lesson.
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Ye. Nikiforova, a Physics
teacher, in a Leningrad school.

Lively discussion.
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Playing chess al a Young
Pioneer Palace.

In a school to lollop in Ka-
minki Village (S:,ertiloz'.f k
Region).
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Lvov (Ukrable).
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:Iris school in Krasnoye Vil-
lage on the Volga
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.1 pinv,-pong match at the
Athletic Contest
of schoolchildren.
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Yong football-players of
Voroshilovgrad (Ukraine).

Swimming pool of the tlorku-
let Palace of Young Pioneers

(Russian Federation).
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'In English lesson.
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.lbsmbed by an argument.
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typical school gym.
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In a special physics and mathematics
school in Novosibirsk.

011111416

In an automation lab at the "Inte ral
young technitians' club in .1 °scow.
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First-formers congratulating
school graduates.
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A wood- carding class at the
Bryansk Palace of Young

Pioneers.

Ae

A young technicians' station
tit Kaliningrad.
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A special secondary school
for future railway workers.
Pupils studying signalling

and block-systems
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A school graduate studying
Japanese.
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